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Natural appearance. 
Armored surface. 
Carefree enjoyment.

You want a deck that delivers the natural appearance 

of real wood without the upkeep. You want carefree 

enjoyment season after season. With Latitudes decking, 

you can have it all: a natural-looking composite decking in 

a variety of finishes with the widest range of colors, railing 

options and accessories available. You can have a deck 

that looks and performs just the way you want, while 

expressing your particular tastes and style. 

Latitudes composite decking comes in four distinct 

looks and performance grades—Capricorn, Captiva, 

Intrepid and Wave. Simply find the one that’s right 

for your budget, building needs and tastes. All are 

made with time-tested Strandex® technology, providing 

maximum protection against weathering and insect 

damage. Our premier lines are capped with durable 

polymers that keep their good looks and performance 

even after the toughest, most rigorous use. With this 

technology capping our proven Strandex® core, you 

can rest assured that your Latitudes deck will retain its 

beauty and strength for decades to come.

Uncompromising beauty and durability. Unbelievably easy 

upkeep. Unparalleled design flexibility. Everything tells you 

that Latitudes is the right way to go. 

Latitudes would like to invite you to become  

a fan and share your Latitudes deck projects  

and stories on our fan page.  

LatitudesDeck.com/Facebook

Follow LatitudesDeck on Twitter as we  

Tweet about new products, promotions  

and industry news.

Twitter.com/LatitudesDeck

Follow Latitudes Decking and Railing on 

Pinterest for inspiration and ideas.

Pinterest.com/LatitudesDeck

Visit the LatitudesDeck YouTube channel  

to view the latest how-to videos, on-location  

videos and more. 

LatitudesDeck.com/YouTube

Check out our Decking and Outdoor Living  

blog for all things decking and outdoor living. 

LatitudesDeck.com/Blog  

Design your dream deck online in minutes 

with Latitudes Deck Visualizer.

LatitudesDeck.com/Visualizer

Get the free mobile app at http://gettag.mobi

Scan code to learn more about Latitudes 

Decking and Railing.

Latitudes® On The Web

The right way to go™
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Three simple steps for designing an out-of-this-world Latitudes® deck.

Choose your decking.
Select Latitudes Capricorn®, Latitudes Captiva™, Latitudes Intrepid™ 
or Latitudes Wave™ decking to get the color, surface texture and 
performance characteristics you want. 

Choose your railing.
Choose from a wide range of Latitudes railing, balusters 
and post cap options to give your deck a distinctive look, 
customized to your style. 

Choose your accessories.
Finishing touches such as lighting, deck stones and designer post 
caps add style and functionality to your deck—and Latitudes has a 
wide array to choose from.

Captiva willow decking



Latitudes Capricorn® Decking 
Inspired by some of the most beautiful timbers from the farthest 

points of the globe, and capped with technology that stands the 

test of time, this award-winning composite decking takes nature 

up a notch. With Latitudes Capricorn Decking, your back yard 

will be the talk of the town and the envy of the neighborhood.  

You’ll have to look very closely to see that Latitudes Capricorn 

isn’t real tropical hardwood. It’s constructed from our special blend 

of wood fiber and plastics and capped with some of the most 

durable polymer technology available. That means 

it can withstand heavy traffic, take a beating from 

Mother Nature, and still retain its exotic beauty.  

Latitudes Capricorn delivers exceptional resistance to 

fading, water damage, staining and scratching leaving 

you with a smooth, beautiful deck surface, season 

after season. 

Capricorn arabica decking with riverstone granite 
deck stones and recessed lighting



Latitudes Capricorn® Color Options

Arabica Koa

Strandex®
 technology resists the effects of weather and 

decay in every climate. Our exclusive material blend includes 

wood fiber ground to a fine consistency—like flour—allowing 

for a more uniform look throughout the board. And, unlike 

other composite products, the plastic used in Latitudes 

contains no post-consumer scrap, which means you get 

reliable long-term performance. It’s why Strandex is the 

composite material builders trust most. 

Cap stock
Latitudes Capricorn is capped with a resilient polymer 

technology, so it will withstand the ravages of weather, 

time and use. Best of all, it looks like real wood, with a 

true-to-life variegated wood grain surface that comes 

in two exotic colors—koa and arabica. And like the 

real thing, no two boards are alike. With this new cap 

stock technology, your deck will look gorgeous, resist 

scratching and be remarkably easy to clean. Beautiful 

and virtually maintenance-free. It’s the right way to go. 

Capricorn koa
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Contour and 
solid profile



Latitudes Captiva™ Decking
Latitudes Captiva decking offers many of the finer aesthetic and 

performance qualities of Capricorn—at a temptingly lower price. 

Like Capricorn, Captiva is capped with rugged technology 

that allows it to be stain and fade resistant. Its natural-looking 

willow, walnut, cedar and gray colors and woodgrain finish 

make Captiva the perfect blend of beauty and performance. 

It will withstand years of heavy use and harsh weather to give 

you remarkably lasting beauty with the least amount of care. 

Captivating looks. Easy, long-lasting performance 

at a surprisingly moderate price. You can see why 

Latitudes Captiva captures buyers’ attention—and 

refuses to let go. 

Captiva gray decking



Captiva willow decking

The Equator® hidden fastener system 
secures deck boards on their sides using our 

exclusive gap-wing clips (shown here) 

that attach to joists with a single 

stainless steel, color-matched screw. 

This system results in a beautiful, 

smooth and virtually fastener-free 

decking surface, while greatly 

speeding installation by automatically 

spacing boards at the proper intervals 

and eliminating the need for pre-drilling.

Latitudes Captiva™ Color Options

Willow            Walnut      Cedar               Gray

Slotted-edge profile boards 
Latitudes Captiva slotted-edge decking is designed 

for use with our Equator hidden fastener and is 

encapsulated on one side. Solid-edge decking is also 

available for use on stairs and as a perimeter board. 

LatitudesProfiles.ai
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Contour and 
solid profile



Latitudes Intrepid™ Decking 
and Railing
The original look, performance and reliability that 

Latitudes composite decking pioneered marches 

on. This ever-popular deck package offers major 

enhancements, such as patented hidden fasteners 

and a customizable railing design. For lasting beauty 

and carefree comfort, Latitudes Intrepid is always 

one step ahead. 

Design your dream deck online in minutes 

with Latitudes Deck Visualizer.

LatitudesDeck.com/Visualizer

Get the free mobile app at
http://gettag.mobi

Scan code to learn more 
information about
Deck Visualizer.

Intrepid cedar decking and railing with composite balusters



Latitudes Intrepid™ Decking Colors

Cedar

Gray

Strandex® composite technology stands up to harsh 

weather and heavy traffic to deliver lasting beauty and 

durability. And while Latitudes Intrepid decking offers the 

look of wood decking most homeowners prefer, it spares you 

from the tedious upkeep you’d rather avoid.

Reversible-surface boards have a woodgrain pattern on 

one side and a brushed finish on the other. All Latitudes Intrepid 

decking is splinter-free, barefoot-friendly and slip-resistant.

Redwood

Walnut

Solid-profile or slotted boards give you the option 

of how to install your Latitudes Intrepid decking. Use 

conventional deck screws through the face to mount to 

solid-profile decking, or choose slotted boards to invisibly 

secure Latitudes along its sides using the 

Equator hidden fastener system. 

Intrepid cedar decking

LatitudesProfiles.ai
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Slotted and 
solid profile



Intrepid railing with 
composite balusters  
lets you match the style and 

color of the entire railing 

system to your Latitudes 

Intrepid or Wave decking. 

Or, mix and match colors 

in the railings and balusters 

to create a unique design that expresses your personality. The 

engineered design neatly conceals the hardware that mounts the 

rails to the posts, giving your finished deck a cleaner, seamless 

look. Intrepid railing components are all made with the same 

durable Strandex® technology as Latitudes decking to provide 

longer-lasting beauty and durability. 

Intrepid railing with 
ornamental balusters  
offers the widest selection of 

decorative balusters available 

today, letting you create a more 

stylized, highly customized 

look for your deck. All other 

components—the posts and 

top/bottom rails—are made with the same Strandex® composite 

technology as Latitudes decking for long lasting beauty with 

minimal care. 

Our aluminum balusters come in designer colors with durable 

powder-coated finishes. Choose round, rectangle or more ornate 

arch or wave-shaped contour balusters made of heavy-gauge 

aluminum. Our square baluster adds flair with decorative 

connectors at the top and bottom. 

Ornamental railing is even available 

with crystal-clear, tempered glass slat 

balusters that provide a uniquely 

unobstructed view of your outdoor 

living space. Latitudes Intrepid 
Railing Colors

Walnut Redwood

Gray Cedar

Post base trim adds 
an elegant touch 
to the foot of each 
post and comes 
standard with post 
sleeve kits. 

Latitudes Intrepid™ railing makes the perfect 

perimeter for your Latitudes Intrepid or Wave deck, 

adding greatly to its beauty and functionality. Two 

distinct rail profiles and an unmatched selection of 

baluster options give you tremendous flexibility to 

design the deck of your dreams. The entire system 

is now much faster and easier to install. Plus, the 

restyled top rail is wide enough to easily hold drinks, 

perfect for entertaining. No coasters required.

Get the free mobile app at 
http://gettag.mobi

Scan code to learn how to install 
Latitudes Intrepid Railing.



Glass, 32-1/4", 29"

Contour, 32-1/4", 40"Arch, 32-1/4"

Ornamental Railing Baluster Styles

Rectangular, 32-1/4"

Fits 2x4

Fits 2x4Fits 2x4

Fits 2x4

Latitudes Intrepid™ railing offers six distinct ornamental baluster 

designs in multiple colors, providing unmatched flexibility to 

create  a deck that expresses your individual taste and style. 

Four of these baluster styles (rectangular, arch, contour and 

glass) are designed to be mounted on the outside-face of 2x4 

rails. The other two baluster styles—round and square—can be 

mounted inside Latitudes Intrepid cap rails (the same style rails 

used with composite balusters) or used with the 2x4 rails, if you 

prefer that look. 

Round, 32", 36"Square, 32"

Fits moulded and 2x4 Fits moulded and 2x4



Latitudes Wave™ Decking 
Latitudes Wave decking offers the classic Latitudes look 

and feel at a more affordable price. The decking features 

Strandex® technology and is extruded with the same 

contoured profile as our capped decking. Available in 

walnut or gray, Wave comes in a contour profile with 

slotted edges or full profile with solid edges. It is also 

backed by a 25-year limited warranty. 

Wave walnut decking with smoke slate deck stones

Latitudes Wave decking can be accented with 

Latitudes Intrepid Railing and baluster options to 

give your deck the look you prefer. By pairing the 

low maintenance and reliability of Strandex with a 

rich woodgrain pattern, Latitudes Wave is the right 

way to go.



Latitudes Wave™ Decking Colors

Gray

Strandex® composite technology stands up to harsh 

weather and heavy traffic to deliver lasting beauty and 

durability. And, while Latitudes Wave decking offers the look 

of wood decking most homeowners prefer, it spares you the 

tedious upkeep you’d rather avoid.

Walnut

Slotted-edge boards are available in 12', 16' and 20' lengths 

and give you the option to use a hidden fastener system 

like Latitudes Equator. Full profile, solid-edge boards are 

available for trimming the outer edge of decks and for use 

on stairs.

Wave gray and walnut decking

LatitudesProfiles.ai

Slotted and 
solid profile

LatitudesProfiles.ai



Latitudes® Deck Stones add a unique 

visual focal point to your deck that’s also 

extremely durable—perfect for high-traffic or 

wear areas like under barbecues or raised fire 

pits and in dining areas. 

Latitudes accessories
expand your horizons even further, letting 

you build distinctive and delightful features 

into your Latitudes deck that enhance 

both its beauty and functionality. Make 

your deck stand out—day and night—with 

ambient lighting, recessed step lighting and 

impressive deck stones. 

Get the free mobile app at 
http://gettag.mobi

Scan code to learn how to 
install deck stones.



Post Caps

Tiffany-Style Mission
with walnut or redwood

Tiffany-Style Grapevine
with gray

Tiffany-Style Sunflower
with cedar

Copper High Point
with cedar

Stainless High Point
with gray, redwood or walnut

Traditional Composite
available in all tones

Garnet Jewel
with gray

Sapphire Jewel
with gray

Tiffany-Style  
Solar Mission
with walnut or redwood

Tiffany-Style  
Solar Grapevine
with gray

Tiffany-Style  
Solar Sunflower
with cedar

LED lighting

Recessed Lighting

Smoke Slate

Deck Stones

Riverstone Granite

Latitudes post cap options are the perfect way to top off the 
look of any Latitudes deck. These artistic caps are often the most 
visible element of your deck, as well as the feature that creates the 
longest lasting impression.

Latitudes recessed lighting kits are perfect for illuminating   
stairs, entryways or other points of interest on the deck. Each has    
eight low-voltage, ultrabright LED lights and a transformer. Two-pack 
add-on kits and extension wire are available to easily expand 
lighting projects.

Latitudes fascia is available in 1/2" x 9-1/4" - 12' and 1/2" x 11-
1/4" - 12' size to match all Latitudes decking colors. Decorative fascia 
is used to conceal the decking underconstructure; it is not intended 
for structural use.

Be the first in your circle to dress up your deck with our decorative 
fascia corners. Simple and unique, decorative fascia corners 
provide a stylish way to adorn deck skirting and cover unsightly 
corner joints. Available in two designs—ridge and leaf—these black 
powder-coated corner design elements install easily with eight screws 
(supplied) and are available in three different heights: 7, 9 and 11 inches.

Solar Pewter
also in white

Get the free mobile app at 
http://gettag.mobi

Scan code to learn how to 
install recessed lighting.

Decorative Fascia Corners

Ridge Leaf

Fascia

1/2" x 9-1/4" x 12' and 1/2" x 11-1/4" x 12' fascia 
is available in all Latitudes decking colors



Superior water- and UV-resistance makes Latitudes Marine 

decking shipshape for building docks, boardwalks and other 

waterfront structures. Wood decking in the same application 

severely fades, warps, splits and rots, while Marine decking keeps 

looking great and performing well year after year. Plus, its slip-

resistant finish provides more sure footing—an especially nice 

quality for surfaces that are often wet.

Latitudes Marine decking is offered in stouter boards (1-1/4" 

thick by 5-7/16" wide) designed for 24" on-center joint spans 

are common to marine construction. It is made using the same  

exclusive Strandex® technology as all of our Latitudes marine 

boards, comes in the same four colors, and provides the same 

exceptional longevity and low maintenance requirements. All of 

which makes Latitudes Marine decking the peerless choice for 

your next waterfront project. 

Latitudes Marine Decking

Gray      Cedar Redwood Walnut      

Reversible finish, available in woodgrain and brushed

Solid

LatitudesProfiles.ai

16 ft
(4.88 m)

1.25 in
(31.75 mm)

5.44 in (138.11 mm)



Color Variation and Fading
Like most composites, Latitudes Intrepid™ decking and railing 

will exhibit color variations from piece to piece. This results from 

naturally occurring variations in wood fibers and polymers. 

We recommend purchasing all required materials at once 

then inspecting them for color acceptance before installing, as 

manufacturing runs may produce slightly different colors.  

Latitudes Intrepid and Wave decking and railing will lighten over time 

(see simulated examples below). This color-tone shift is dependent 

upon exposure to sunlight and other environmental factors, and is 

generally completed within 60 to 90 days. Gray-tone products may 

turn light brown before changing to lighter gray. Color variation is not 

covered by the Latitudes warranty.

Simulated tests have shown that Latitudes Capricorn® and Captiva™ 

decking display virtually no signs of fading and will remain at or near 

its original color.

Visit LatitudesDeck.com to find a Latitudes Certified Installer near you. 

Note: The colors represented herein are reproduced with printer’s inks and may vary  
from actual factory products. For actual product colors and finishes, please visit your 
Latitudes dealer.

Latitudes composite decking and railing products are manufactured using Strandex® 
technology. Latitudes Wave, Intrepid decking and railing, Captiva decking, Capricorn 
decking and Marine decking (when used in residential applications) feature a 25-year 
limited warranty against structural damage. Latitudes Capricorn and Captiva are both 
covered by a 25-year limited stain and fade warranty. For complete warranty details, visit 
latitudesdeck.com.

Latitudes Intrepid composite decking, along with the Equator® hidden fastener system, 
has been evaluated by ICC-ES to be code compliant with details listed under the  
ESR-1573 Evaluation Report. View all ESR reports on Latitudes composite decking  
and railing at latitudesdeck.com.

The structural performance of the Latitudes Intrepid railing system has been evaluated 
through full-scale testing by Architectural Testing Inc (ATI). The results demonstrate that 
the different combinations of the railing system, as noted in ATI’s CCRR Report 0150, 
comply with the 2009 International Building Code; 2009 International Residential 
Code; ICC-ES AC174/June 1, 2009; ASTM D7032-07; and ANSI Z97.1-2004.

Secondary Handrails
Graspable secondary handrails are required by more and 

more building codes in areas across the country. Latitudes 

includes a secondary handrail system that’s second to none: 

elegantly designed, offered in four attractive colors, durably 

constructed in aluminum and PVC, versatile enough to meet 

every conceivable installation challenge, and designed to work 

with any Latitudes railing.

Arabica Koa      

Capricorn

Cedar      GrayWalnut      

Captiva

Gray      Cedar Redwood Walnut      

Intrepid
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Colors available: adobe, tan, white and black

Willow

Gray      Walnut      

Wave


